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Abstract
Introduction: Contrast sensitivity function after laser ablation of the cornea in refractive surgery is an important tool for measuring quality of visual function. The effect
of small incision lenticule extraction (SMILE) and femtosecond laser in situ keratomileusis (FS-LASIK) on visual function can be compared by measuring spatial contrast
sensitivity.
Purpose: This study was to compare contrast sensitivity function in patients undergoing refractive surgery for myopia at Tilganga Institute of Ophthalmology.
Methods: In a retrospective study, 15 subjects who underwent refractive surgeries
comprising 9 cases of SMILE and 6 cases of FS-LASIK at Tilganga Eye Hospital were
enrolled in the study. A major assessment included best corrected monocular contrast
sensitivity with functional vision analyzer at spatial frequencies of 1.5, 3, 6, 12, and
18 cycles/deg in photopic condition (85 cd/m2) before, 3 months, and 1 year after the
surgery. The average functional acuity contrast test scores for each spatial frequency
were recorded. Differences between preoperative and postoperative contrast sensitivity
at each spatial frequency were analyzed through parametric paired Student’s t-test.
Results: Contrast sensitivity of postoperative FS-LASIK and SMILE did not differ from
preoperative values at a photopic level. However, at high spatial frequency (12 and 18
cycles/deg), contrast sensitivity function improved significantly (p < 0.05) in eyes after
FS-LASIK. Eyes after SMILE surgery did not show any reduction in contrast sensitivity at
all the spatial frequencies.
Conclusion: Under photopic conditions, the contrast sensitivity function is unaffected
by SMILE or FS-LASIK.
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Introduction
Excimer laser refractive surgery aims to reproduce the preoperative optical
performance while making the eye emmetropic. Though technology and refractive surgeons have made great strides toward establishing emmetropia postoperatively, they have not been able to duplicate the optical performance previous
to surgery. Some studies have reported visual problems such as haze, halos, stray
light images, or glare in patients following refractive surgery,1-9 complications
that cause significant decreases in visual performance. Efforts have been made
to achieve better results by modifying some characteristics of the surgery such as
transition zones, multistep ablations, and new techniques like femtosecond laser
in situ keratomileusis (FS-LASIK) and small incision lenticule extraction (SMILE).
LASIK has evolved from a variety of techniques in refractive surgery. LASIK
combines a technique of creating a hinged corneal flap from the automated
lamellar keratectomy with excimer laser ablation from the photorefractive
keratectomy (PRK). In early days, a microkeratome was used to create corneal
flaps. But, nowadays, it has been replaced by femtosecond laser that creates
precise and desired corneal flaps. Since Food and Drug Administration approval
of an ultrafast laser in 2000, the femtosecond laser has transfigured the creation
of flaps for LASIK.10-13 The pulse duration of the femtosecond laser is in the 10−15
second range. The 1,053 nm wavelength of light used by the laser is not absorbed
by optically transparent tissues. Moreover, it can be focused anywhere within the
cornea where the energy can be raised to a threshold such that a plasma is generated.14 The corneal flap is kept aside and the excimer laser is applied to reshape
the surface of the cornea by removing anterior stromal tissue. The word excimer
is an abbreviation of the term “excited dimer.” The excimer laser produces a beam
of ultraviolet energy at various wavelengths depending upon the gas elements
used. The 193 nm ultraviolet light from the argon fluoride laser, which has the
least corneal transmission, causes less adjacent tissue damage and creates a
smoother ablation than longer wavelength lasers.15 At a wavelength of 193 nm,
high-energy photons break organic molecular bonds of the superficial corneal
tissue in a process called ablative photodecomposition.16,17 Further improvement
in lasers occurs with eye-tracking systems that allow precise corneal ablation
during eye movement.18
SMILE involves the use of a femtosecond laser to create a corneal lenticule
that is extracted whole through a small incision without the use of an excimer
laser. In 2007, an intrastromal lenticule method was reintroduced as an alternative to LASIK called femtosecond lenticule extraction (FLEx) and was intended
for patients with extreme myopia. After improvements to scan modes and
energy parameters, improved visual recovery times were noted (stability and
predictability of the refractive outcome, improvement in visual acuity with lesser
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complications), with refractive results similar to LASIK.19 Following the implementation of FLEx, a procedure called SMILE was developed, which involves passing a
dissector thorough a small 2 to 3 mm incision to separate the lenticular interfaces
and allow extraction of the lenticule without a need to create a flap.20
Contrast sensitivity is a very important measure of visual function, especially
in situations of low light, fog, or glare, when the contrast between objects and
their background often is reduced. It provides us information about the visibility
of objects that vary in size, contrast, and orientation. Loss of contrast sensitivity
can occur at high, low, and broad spatial frequencies. Various ocular and systemic
diseases can affect contrast sensitivity functions in different ways and at different
frequencies. Changes in contrast sensitivity can also be observed in the refractive
surgeries that could be related to an increase in higher-order aberrations such
as coma and trefoil. When there is a loss of contrast sensitivity, light entering the
eye does not focus uniformly on to the retina. Instead, some of the light scatters
and the vision in that eye can appear washed out and/or foggy. Loss of contrast
sensitivity can range from not noticeable to extremely annoying.21
Montés-Micó et al.22-25 reported that visual function after refractive surgery
can be documented by measuring spatial contrast sensitivity. It assesses the
combined visual impact of any light scattering, optical aberration, or defocus
that may occur following refractive surgery.6,8-9,26 However, in order to explore
the visual performance in patients before and after refractive surgery, mesopic
contrast sensitivity function should be evaluated.26 These authors found significant reduction in contrast sensitivity under mesopic conditions following PRK
and LASIK, even though the photopic contrast sensitivity function was normal.
FS-LASIK and SMILE are now available in Nepal. Though FS-LASIK and SMILE
provide normal uncorrected visual acuity, the visual performance in different
illuminations is largely unknown in our context. As the contrast sensitivity
function is one of the major determinants of visual performance, the present
study was conducted to compare contrast sensitivity function among patients
before and after SMILE and FS-LASIK.

Materials and methods
This study was a retrospective, longitudinal, and comparative analysis of 15
subjects who underwent SMILE (nine subjects) and FS-LASIK (six subjects) for
correction of myopia and myopic astigmatism at Tilganga Institute of Ophthalmology, Kathmandu, in July and August 2014. All subjects were programmed for
SMILE and LASIK procedure. The procedure that gave the maximum correction
with minimum amount of tissue loss was selected as an operating procedure for
that individual subject. The mean age of subjects undergoing FS-LASIK was 22.0
(SD 3.8) years, with the age ranging between 18 and 27 years. The mean age of
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subjects selected for SMILE was 24.8 (SD 4.6) years, with the age ranging between
19 and 30 years.
All the subjects who were enrolled in the study had stable refraction, keratometry, and pachymetry at least for 12 months and did not have dry eye, any preoperative medication other than those prescribed, active diseases of ocular surface,
and adnexa. No patient had ocular morbidities that could affect contrast sensitivity such as glaucoma, corneal and neuro-ophthalmic diseases, or cataracts.
Those patients who were lost to follow-up during 3 and 12 months were excluded.
All patients received a detailed explanation of the procedure involved in the
study and provided informed consent. The approval of the implementation of
the study was sought from the ethical review committee of Tilganga Institute of
Ophthalmology, Kathmandu. The study protocol adhered to the provision of the
Declaration of Helsinki for research involving human subjects.

Intervention
All patients’ eyes were cleaned with sterile cotton and ofloxacin (0.3%) eye drops
were applied 10 minutes before the procedure. Patients were laid supine on
the operating table and proparacaine 0.5% eye drops was applied for topical
anesthesia. Visual axis was documented in both eyes. Docking or ocular alignment was done as per the visual axis and suction was applied. Carl Zeiss VisuMax
femtosecond laser (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany) was applied for lenticule
or flap creation and for superficial corneal incision. Both nasal and temporal 2 mm
incisions were made superiorly. Using the dissector, the lenticule was separated
and taken out with forceps in the SMILE procedure, while the flap was separated
and lifted, exposing the anterior stroma for ablation in LASIK. In LASIK, Carl Zeiss
MEL 80 was used for photoablation and the flap was replaced back. A slit-lamp
examination was performed in the operating room to check for any interface
particles and the wound site. Postoperatively, patients were observed for an hour
and discharged with proper medication instructions (prednisolone eye drops 1%
four times a day, tobramycin eye drops 0.3% four times a day, ofloxacin eye drops
0.3% four times a day, sodium carboxymethylcellulose 0.5% every hour).

Assessment
Assessment included measurement of visual acuity in internally illuminated
Bailey Lovie logMAR chart at 4 m distance, objective refractive status with
Topcon Auto Kerato-Refractometer (KR-8900), subjective refraction to find out
subjective acceptance of refractive error, best spectacle corrected visual acuity
before surgery, and uncorrected visual acuity after surgery. Subjects’ preoperative variables (corneal power, corneal astigmatism, and corneal thickness) were
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obtained through corneal topography (Atlas 9000) and Oculus Pentacam 70700
(SN 3951 5001). Corneal thickness was measured with OptoVue pachymetry
(RTVue-100 Fourier domain OCT) version 6.9.
Contrast sensitivity function was measured with functional vision analyzer
(Vision Tester 6500P; Stereo Optical Company Inc., Chicago, IL). In this test, the
grating patches on rows A to E correspond to spatial frequencies of 1.5, 3, 6,
12, and 18 cycles/deg. The patient scanned the patches from left to right and
reported the last pattern recognized in each row and this response was recorded.
The testing instrument was fixed at photopic condition (85 cd/m2). The contrast
sensitivity function was measured at various spatial frequencies presurgery with
best optical correction and postsurgery unaided at 3 and 12 months. The average
functional acuity contrast test scores for each spatial frequency were recorded
and the contrast sensitivity function graph was plotted.
All data were evaluated using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (version
16.0). Differences between preoperative and postoperative contrast sensitivity at
each spatial frequency were analyzed through parametric paired Student’s t-test.
The p-value was considered significant at 0.05 for 95% confidence interval.

Results
The mean age of the subjects undergoing refractive surgery was 23.7 ± 4.4 years
(range: 18-32 years) including 11 males and 4 females. Distribution of preoperative and postoperative refractive error is given in Table 1. The mean spherical
equivalent myopia (MSEM) was −4.68 ± 1.74 DS in the right eye, −4.88 ± 1.71 DS
in the left eye, and −4.78 ± 1.72 DS in both eyes preoperatively. MSEM was −3.2 ±
0.8 (range −2.00 DS to −4.50 DS) for FS-LASIK and −5.9 ± 1.2 (range −4.00 DS to
−7.50 DS) for SMILE. Postoperative residual refractive error that was recorded in 3
and 12 months was clinically insignificant and slightly at the hypermetropic side.
All of the patients after refractive surgery had refractive error less than +0.75 DS
of hyperopia postoperatively. Emmetropia was noted in 4 eyes (13.33%), whereas
residual refractive error of +0.12 DS, +0.25 DS, +0.50 DS, and +0.75 DS was noted
in 13 (43.33%), 4 (13.33%), 8 (26.66%), and 1 (3.33%) eyes, respectively, postoperatively. The postoperative refractive error was stable over the period of 12 months.
Preoperative best spectacle corrected visual acuity was in the range of 20/20 to
20/16 in all the subjects. Postoperative visual acuity was 20/20 or better in 17
subjects (56.7%), 20/20 in 12 subjects (40.0%), and 20/25 in 1 subject (3.3%).
The mean corneal thickness of 30 eyes so included in the study was 528.07 ±
18.49 microns, which after corneal refractive surgery became 444.43 ± 23.34
microns. The average change in corneal thickness after LASIK was 69.58 ± 16.23
microns, whereas after SMILE it was 93 ± 25.32 microns.
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Table 1. Distribution of mean spherical equivalent refractive error

Characteristics

Spherical equivalent refractive error
Right eye

Left eye

Both eyes

Preoperative

−4.68 ± 1.74 DS

4.88 ± 1.71 DS

4.78 ± 1.72 DS

3 months postoperative

+0.29 ± 0.20 DS

+0.27 ± 0.23 DS

+0.28 ± 0.21 DS

12 months postoperative +0.20 ± 0.19 DS

+0.21 ± 0.17 DS

+0.21 ± 0.18 DS

Contrast sensitivity function after refractive surgeries
Figure 1 represents contrast sensitivity functions after refractive surgeries.
Overall, contrast sensitivity function was found to be equally improved in
3 months and 1 year after the surgeries at spatial frequencies of 3, 12, and
18 cycles per minute (Fig. 1A and Table 2). Contrast sensitivity after LASIK
surgery was noted to be equally improved in 3 months and 1 year at spatial
frequencies of 12 and 18 cycles per minute. Though the graph sloped down
in 1 year follow-up at spatial frequency of 6 cycles/minute, the contrast sensitivity function was insignificantly better than preoperative values (Fig. 1B and
Table 2). Though contrast sensitivity function was improved after SMILE, this
improvement was statistically insignificant at all the spatial frequencies (Fig. 1C
and Table 2).

Discussion
The present study showed that both SMILE and FS-LASIK were predictable for the
correction of myopia and myopic astigmatism and had better outcome of visual
acuity. Myopic regression was seen in none of the cases included in this study for
12 months.

Fig. 1. Preoperative and postoperative contrast sensitivity in FS-LASIK and SMILE.
(A: Overall; B: FS-LASIK; C: SMILE).
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Table 2. Difference between preoperative and postoperative contrast sensitivity function at each
spatial frequency

a

Spatial frequency Overall
(cycles/min)
3 months

FS-LASIK

SMILE

1 year

3 months 1 year

3 months 1 year

1.5

0.1816

0.8149

0.7249

0.9435

0.5474

0.0987

3.0

0.0149a

0.0264a

0.0572

0.2404

0.1478

0.06779

6.0

0.0853

0.1868

0.1114

0.8113

0.4073

0.1684

12.0

0.0113a

0.0021a

0.0309a

0.0149a

0.1880

0.0602

18.0

0.0494a

0.0056a

0.0450a

0.0175a

0.2924

0.0746

Significantly different at p ≤ 0.05 by a paired t-test

There was statistically insignificant increment in contrast sensitivity function
after refractive surgery in our study. Preoperative contrast sensitivity was assessed
in all subjects with refractive correction in trial lenses. Montés-Micó et al. reported
no significant change in the level of contrast sensitivity under photopic conditions and dramatic reduction in contrast sensitivity under mesopic conditions.25
We assessed contrast sensitivity in photopic conditions only. Under photopic
conditions, contrast sensitivity of postoperative FS-LASIK patients did not differ
from normal. In fact, the study showed improved contrast sensitivity function
at high spatial frequencies (12 and 18 cycles/deg) after FS-LASIK. This outcome
concurs with that reported by Pérez-Santonja and colleagues26 and Montés-Micó
and Charman, who found no statistically significant decrease in photopic contrast
sensitivity at any spatial frequency 3 and 6 months after FS-LASIK.24
During early refractive surgery techniques and laser technologies, the quality
of vision as measured by contrast sensitivity was typically lower after surgery. The
introduction of customized wavefront LASIK greatly improved the accuracy of the
laser surgery techniques, resulting in tremendous improvements in the quality of
vision.27 The Tuan et al. study showed an improvement in contrast sensitivity in a
significant percentage of patients following custom LASIK.28
Similarly, contrast sensitivity function did not differ postoperatively after SMILE
surgery under photopic conditions in our study. Prior studies also suggest that
visual function does not alter even after laser refractive correction when evaluated at photopic state.25
While comparing the contrast sensitivity between FS-LASIK and SMILE, there
was not much of a difference at low spatial frequencies prior to the surgery.
However, at high spatial frequencies, contrast function seemed to improve
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significantly after FS-LASIK compared to SMILE. The probable reason could be a
smoother interface achieved after photoablation of the tissue with excimer laser
in FS-LASIK.
This study only compared contrast sensitivity under photopic conditions among
the subjects undergoing FS-LASIK and SMILE. So the application of the study is
limited as no mesopic and scotopic conditions were maintained and compared.
Generalization is also nominal, the sample size being very small. Important information such as topographic measurement data and tear function tests is missing
in the study as it is being a retrospective study. Further prospective study is
warranted considering all these variables and measuring them especially under
mesopic and scotopic conditions.
Contrast sensitivity function is an important tool to measure visual function,
which may be altered after multitude of refractive surgeries. Under photopic
conditions, the contrast sensitivity function remains the same or becomes slightly
better after refractive surgery.
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